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Large-Scale Synchronized Activity during Vocal Deviance
Detection in the Zebra Finch Auditory Forebrain
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Department of Behavioural Neurobiology, Max Planck Institute for Ornithology, D-82319 Seewiesen, Germany

Auditory systems bias responses to sounds that are unexpected on the basis of recent stimulus history, a phenomenon that has been
widely studied using sequences of unmodulated tones (mismatch negativity; stimulus-specific adaptation). Such a paradigm, however,
does not directly reflect problems that neural systems normally solve for adaptive behavior. We recorded multiunit responses in the
caudomedial auditory forebrain of anesthetized zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) at 32 sites simultaneously, to contact calls that recur
probabilistically at a rate that is used in communication. Neurons in secondary, but not primary, auditory areas respond preferentially to
calls when they are unexpected (deviant) compared with the same calls when they are expected (standard). This response bias is predom-
inantly due to sites more often not responding to standard events than to deviant events. When two call stimuli alternate between
standard and deviant roles, most sites exhibit a response bias to deviant events of both stimuli. This suggests that biases are not based on
a use-dependent decrease in response strength but involve a more complex mechanism that is sensitive to auditory deviance per se.
Furthermore, between many secondary sites, responses are tightly synchronized, a phenomenon that is driven by internal neuronal
interactions rather than by the timing of stimulus acoustic features. We hypothesize that this deviance-sensitive, internally synchronized
network of neurons is involved in the involuntary capturing of attention by unexpected and behaviorally potentially relevant events in
natural auditory scenes.

Introduction
Auditory systems are continuously stimulated by a barrage of
sounds, only a few of which are relevant for adaptive behavior.
One important cue used by neural systems to distinguish relevant
events from irrelevant ones is probability of stimulus occurrence.
Sounds that have been experienced frequently in recent history,
and that thus may be expected, are less likely to require attention
than sounds that deviate from recent stimulus statistics. How
neural systems detect such deviant sounds remains poorly un-
derstood, but it is known that this context-dependent task is
achieved preattentively, at least in part. Auditory neurons in cats
(Ulanovsky et al., 2003, 2004) and rodents (Pérez-González et al.,
2005; Anderson et al., 2009; Malmierca et al., 2009; von der Beh-
rens et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2009; Antunes et al., 2010) habituate
on short timescales to probabilistically recurring tones in a
frequency-selective way [stimulus-specific adaptation (SSA)], so
that responses are stronger when tones are deviant. This phe-
nomenon is hypothesized to be involved in the “automatic” de-
tection of deviant sounds in natural auditory scenes (Nelken and
Ulanovsky, 2007). Furthermore, a large body of studies in

humans has addressed a possibly related EEG phenomenon
called “mismatch negativity” (MMN), which arises when a
sound violates a regularity formed by repetitive auditory stimula-
tion (Näätänen et al., 2001; Winkler, 2007). These findings notwith-
standing, a considerable gap remains between the experimental
designs to investigate deviance detection—usually involving fast se-
quences of unmodulated pure tones—and the detection of deviant,
potentially relevant sounds in natural auditory scenes. Indeed, de-
spite the vast literature on MMN, and the plethora of cognitive func-
tions and psychiatric diseases to which it is linked (Näätänen, 2003;
Näätänen et al., 2007), as well as the burgeoning interest in SSA, it
remains unclear how the underlying mechanisms that cause such
phenomena solve problems that perceptual systems face in real life
(but see Winkler et al., 2003).

Here, we investigate auditory deviance detection in the con-
text of a natural behavior. Zebra finches, Taeniopygia guttata, are
group-living birds that produce up to tens of thousands of short-
range contact calls per day (Beckers and Gahr, 2010). Thus, the
auditory scene of these birds is rife with behaviorally meaningful
stimuli that recur on short timescales. Although the songbird
auditory forebrain has been studied extensively in terms of acous-
tic feature coding (Müller and Leppelsack, 1985; Theunissen et
al., 2000; Grace et al., 2003; Cousillas et al., 2005; Nagel and
Doupe, 2006; Amin et al., 2007; Meliza et al., 2010; Jeanne et al.,
2011), much less is known about its sensitivity to short-term
history of natural stimuli. We recently found in the medial audi-
tory forebrain widespread depression of responses to call stimuli
that recur at natural rates (Beckers and Gahr, 2010), but if and
how such modulation underlies the detection of unexpected calls
remains unclear.
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In the current study, we focus on this issue specifically and
ask whether sites exist in the avian auditory forebrain that are
preattentively sensitive to calls that deviate from those that are
expected on the basis of recent history. To explore spatiotem-
poral activation patterns within and across functionally differ-
ent areas, we use multielectrode probes and record analog
multiunit activity (AMUA) within the auditory forebrain at 32
sites simultaneously.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. We used 12 adult (�120-d-old) zebra finches as subjects in this
study. To avoid potential sex differences in auditory processing introduc-
ing heterogeneity in the results, all subjects were female. The birds were
reared in a colony and housed in an aviary with other adult zebra finches
of both sexes. Before recording, the animals had never heard the call
stimuli used in this study, or any other vocalization of the animals from
which they originate. All procedures were performed under systemic
anesthesia under supervision of the institutional Tierschutzbeauftragte,
in accordance with German laws and regulations (Tierschutzgesetz, §4,
Absatz 3 and §§8b, 9 Absatz 2, Satz 2).

Acute recording. Birds were anesthetized with isoflurane gas (in oxy-
gen; induction, 3%; maintenance, 1.5%), and then meloxicam (0.3 mg/
kg; intramuscular injection) was administered for systemic analgesia.
Subsequently, the bird’s head was fixed in a custom-made stereotaxic
frame while the body was resting on a heating pad to maintain body
temperature. The setup allowed for electrophysiological recordings with-
out ear bars, so that sound could freely reach the ears binaurally. After 20
min, the skull was exposed and a rectangular craniotomy was performed
that extended from the area where the multielectrode probe would be
inserted to the bifurcation of the midsagittal sinus, which acted as the
coordinate reference point. An incision was made in the dura over the left
hemisphere to accommodate parasagittal insertion of the multielectrode
probe, between 0.3 and 0.8 mm lateral and centered around 0.8 –1.2 mm
rostral from the bifurcation of the midsagittal sinus. The tips of the
shanks of the probe were positioned just above the brain surface so that it
could be verified visually (magnification of stereomicroscope, 60�) that
the head was fixed well and did not move due to breathing. The multi-
electrode probe was lowered in small steps to a position where the deepest
shank reached a depth of 2500 �m below the brain surface. Probe place-
ment was targeted to include the medial parts of field L, caudomedial
nidopallium (NCM) and caudomedial mesopallium (CMM), but the
extent to which these areas were sampled depended on the exact location
of the probe, which differed between birds. In one individual (bird 7), we
inserted the probe twice, the second time more medially than the first.
We did not use any search stimuli. Playback of stimuli and electrophys-
iological recording started 30 min after the probe was in place.

We used six silicon-based multielectrode probes (Csicsvari et al., 2003;
Blanche et al., 2005) of two types to record neural activity. Both probe
types had four parallel shanks, each with eight electrode sites, but the
spacing between shanks differed, being 200 �m for one type and 400 �m
for the other. Distances between adjacent sites on a shank were always
200 �m (a4x8-5 mm200-200-413 and a4x8-5 mm200-400-413; shank
thickness, 15 �m; electrode site surface, 413 �m 2; NeuroNexus Technol-
ogies). The resulting matrix of 8 � 4 recording sites thus extended over
1400 � 600 or 1400 � 1200 �m. The location of sites on the multielec-
trode probes is indicated by a tuple of two numbers, (i,j). The first
number, i, stands for the shank on which a site is located, and ranges
from 1 to 4, where 1 signifies the caudal-most shank and 4 the rostral-
most shank. The second number, j, stands for the position of a site on
a shank, and ranges from 1 to 8, where 1 signifies the top site that is
nearest to the point where the shank penetrates the brain surface and
8 signifies the deepest site.

The 32 electrophysiological signals were referenced by a silver wire
under the scalp and buffered by a headstage preamplifier (10� gain;
MPA32I; Multi Channel Systems) before amplification with a multi-
channel amplifier (250� gain; fixed bandpass filters, 0.1–5000 Hz;
PGA64; Multi Channel Systems). The amplified and filtered signals were
digitized at 14 kHz and 16 bit resolution (NI9205; National Instruments)
and stored on disk. To verify the precise temporal alignment of response
epochs with the stimuli, we recorded with a microphone the call stimuli
that were presented during the experiments and digitized the acoustic
signal as an additional channel on the same data acquisition system.

Auditory stimuli. The 16 different stimuli used in this study (see exam-
ple, Fig. 1 A) are short-range contact calls that originate from 16 different
male zebra finches. We operationally define a short-range contact call as
the vocalization type that is produced most frequently by zebra finches in
a social setting. Zann (1996) uses the term “tet-call” for those commu-
nication sounds that are produced as a “constant background” by wild
zebra finches. However, in our laboratory recordings, the most fre-
quently produced calls do not always conform to the described bioacous-
tic structure that has been reported for tet-calls. We therefore simply use
“short-range contact call” for those calls that appear to function as such.

Eight call pairs were selected from a large database of call recordings
from our laboratory (�10,000 calls per animal), with the criterion that
calls within pairs had the same duration (difference, �1 ms) but differed
in mean fundamental frequency sufficiently to be easily distinguishable
by human listeners. To avoid extreme exemplars, a further criterion was
that four acoustic feature measures (the first four statistical moments of
the distribution of fundamental frequency measurements sampled at 1
ms intervals) of selected call stimuli should not deviate more than one
quartile from the median, calculated from all short-range contact calls by
the same individual. Detailed information on the recording and acoustic

Figure 1. The switching-oddball stimulation paradigm used in this study. A, Two representative short-range contact call stimuli that form the basis of a stimulation series. Call stimuli always
originate from different individuals and are matched for duration and RMS level. B, A stimulation series consists of eight blocks, in each of which both call stimuli are presented, but in different
frequencies. One call stimulus is played 225 times (standard) and the other one is played 25 times (deviant); from one block to the next, these frequencies are reversed. Thus, overall call stimuli are
played equally often, but their probability of occurrence alternates back and forth from 10 to 90% between blocks. C, Calls are randomly intermixed so that call occurrences are probabilistic.
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analysis methods of call vocalizations are provided in the study by Beck-
ers and Gahr (2010). The duration (range, 57–137 ms) and mean funda-
mental frequency (range, 380 –716 Hz) of the call stimuli were as follows
(call label, duration/mean fundamental frequency): E, 127 ms/551 Hz; F,
127 ms/433 Hz; G, 83 ms/413 Hz; H, 83 ms/570 Hz; I, 57 ms/470 Hz; J,
57 ms/530 Hz; K, 101 ms/564 Hz; L, 101 ms/470 Hz; M, 98 ms/462 Hz;
N, 98 ms/603 Hz; O, 79 ms/509 Hz; P, 79 ms/451 Hz; Q, 109 ms/380 Hz;
R, 109 ms/716 Hz; S, 137 ms/445 Hz; T, 137 ms/393 Hz.

During neurophysiological recording, calls were played at a level of 63
dB SPL at the head of the bird, as measured with a microphone (4190;
Brüel & Kjaer) that was calibrated before use (4231; Brüel & Kjaer). The
playback transducer (Vifa 10 BGS 119/8; Acoustic Systems Engineering)
covered the perceptible frequency range of zebra finches (�0.4 –10 kHz)
and was positioned 0.5 m in front of the animal.

Experimental design. We played stimulus series that each consisted of
two short-range contact calls, originating from different individuals.
Within series, the two call stimuli were presented 1000 times each, ac-
cording to a switching-oddball design (Fig. 1). A stimulus series was
divided into eight continuous blocks of 250 call events, each containing
225 events of one call stimulus (“standard”) and 25 of the other (“devi-
ant”), which were randomly intermixed. Between consecutive blocks, the
assignment of a call stimulus to standard or deviant conditions was
switched. Thus, call stimuli were played equally often, but their proba-
bility of occurrence alternated between blocks. The time interval from
call onset to the next call onset was 625 ms. The resulting call recurrence
rate of the standard call falls within the range of spontaneous calling
behavior in zebra finches (Beckers and Gahr, 2010). Individual birds
received multiple series, each based on different call stimuli, but not all
eight possible series were played to all birds (range, 1–7 series per bird;
median, 5). The presentation order of the series was randomized for each
individual.

Data analysis. Recorded electrophysiological signals were filtered off-
line to a high-frequency signal (0.5–5 kHz) containing action potentials,
and subsequently rectified and decimated so that they reflect AMUA with
a sampling period of 2.5 ms (see Fig. 2 A). For the calculation of two
measures (deviance preference and internal synchronization; see below),
we applied a threshold to this signal, so that weaker firing from neurons
that are farther away from the recording site was excluded from the signal
by setting subthreshold samples to zero. The threshold was the same for
all sites per recording, and was defined as five median absolute deviations
above the median (both based on all samples from all sites pooled), with
median absolute deviation defined as follows:

MAD � median�� a�t� � median�a�t�� ��

(Venables and Ripley, 1999). All data were stored in HDF5 files (version
1.8.4; http://www.hdfgroup.org), and analyses were performed in the
scientific computing environment SciPy, version 0.8
(http://www.scipy.org/).

We defined response strength to a call event as the mean AMUA signal
during a 500 ms call epoch that starts with the start of a call event. To
exclude nonresponsive sites from our data set, we applied per call stim-
ulus the criterion that the z-score difference in mean AMUA activity
between the first 250 ms after call start and the next 250 ms should be
�0.25, based on 100 deviant calls and 100 standard calls (last 25 standard
events in each standard block) per series. The z-score difference is defined
as follows:

z �
��a � �b�

��a
2 � �b

2 � 2Covar�a, b�
,

where a represents the mean AMUA signal during the first 250 ms and b
during the next 250 ms, � represents the mean, and � represents its SD
(n � 200). Responses may last longer than 250 ms, but visual inspection
of raster plots suggested that, when this is the case, responses are generally
strongest within the first 250 ms after call onset (call duration is �100
ms). At primary auditory sites (see Results), where local activity is almost
exclusively seen during auditory stimulation, the mean AMUA level dur-
ing call stimulation is on average 2.9 times higher than the background
level (n � 361 cases).

We are primarily interested in sites that respond more strongly to a call
stimulus when it is deviant than to the same stimulus when it is standard.
To identify such sites, we calculated for each call stimulus per site a
“deviant preference” index (DPC), defined as follows:

DPc �
�d � s�

�d � s�
,

where d represents the mean response strength to a call stimulus when it
is deviant (25 events in each of four blocks; n � 100), and s represents the
mean response strength during the last 25 events of the same call stimulus
in standard blocks (n � 100). A value of 1.0 indicates that a site only
responds when the call is deviant, �1.0 indicates that it only responds
when the call is standard, and 0.0 indicates no difference. Note that
deviant and standard roles are switched seven times between consecutive
blocks, so that modulation of response strength that does not covary with
the local probability of a specific call, and hence does not alternate be-
tween blocks, will not be strongly reflected in this measure.

The term “deviant” in this paper refers to the fact that a call deviates
from what may be statistically expected on the basis of recent stimulus
history. The same property has been labeled “oddball,” “rare,” “improb-
able,” or “novel” in the literature. “Deviance” is sometimes also used to
refer to a hypothesized cognitive model in which a rare event violates a
neural representation of expectation or prediction. However, we use the
term strictly in a statistical sense.

Our results showed that activity patterns between secondary auditory
sites are often synchronized. The degree of synchrony in AMUA activity
between two sites, i and j, was determined by estimating their normalized
cross-covariance. We used cross-covariance instead of cross-correlation
because we were specifically interested in correlated firing that cannot
simply be explained by the timing of the external stimulus (i.e., by two
sites stereotypically responding to the same acoustic feature, or to differ-
ent features that occur simultaneously). The cross-covariance between
the AMUA activity of two sites, ai(t) and aj(t), as a function of �, the time
delay relative to ai(t), is given by the following:

Ci�j��� �
1

T�
0

T

	ai�t�aj�t � ��
dt �
1

T�
0

T

a� i�t�a� j�t � ��dt,

where T is the duration of the signal being analyzed (the duration of an
epoch), 	 
 indicates that the measure is averaged across epochs, and a� i�t�
and a� j�t� are the time-varying mean firing rates of the sites (across ep-
ochs). The cross-covariance was estimated using the shuffle-corrected
cross-correlogram method, as detailed in the study by Shaevitz and
Theunissen (2007), where correlation in time-varying mean AMUA ac-
tivity (i.e., the right side of the equation above), caused by direct stimulus
effects, is estimated from the cross-correlation between sites with epoch
order randomized according to a random permutation, and is subtracted
from the overall cross-correlation (i.e., the left side of the equation
above). In effect, the cross-covariance thus measures how deviations in
the AMUA activity from the expected mean in site i are correlated with
deviations in the AMUA activity from the expected mean in site j. The
calculation of cross-covariance was based on 200 response epochs that
consisted of a random 100 standard epochs and all 100 deviant epochs.
We calculated cross-covariance between all site pairs per call stimulus,
with � ranging from �25.0 to �25.0 ms, in steps of 2.5 ms. Maximum
cross-covariance was achieved most often at � � 0 ms (see Results). We
therefore used the estimate of maximum cross-covariance between two
sites as a measure for “internal synchronization” (IS).

Anatomy. Before implantation, the multielectrode probes were coated
with the fluorescent dye DiI for later anatomical registration with histo-
logical sections. At the end of the recording session, the level of anesthetic
(isoflurane) was increased to 5% to kill the animals, after which the brain
was removed and frozen for cryostat sectioning (25 �m). One brain was
lost in this process due to a technical problem with the cryostat, so that
probe placement in this animal could only be determined on the basis of
stereotaxic coordinates. For all other brains (n � 11), Nissl- or DAPI-
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stained sections and fluorescence microscopy were used to verify probe
location.

The zebra finch medial auditory forebrain consists of field L, NCM and
CMM. The anatomy of field L in male zebra finches has been studied in
detail (Fortune and Margoliash, 1992; Vates et al., 1996) and consists of
different subfields: L, L2a, L2b, L1, and L3. There is no a priori reason to
assume that the anatomy of the auditory forebrain in female birds would
be different, but to our knowledge this has not been studied specifically.
In the current study, most sampled sites in field L are situated medially
and are either in L2a, or in L, which surrounds L2a in this part of the
forebrain. Here, we do not distinguish between L and L2a because we are
not able to do so on the basis of our histological material. L may not be
distinct from L2b (Fortune and Margoliash, 1992), and the three sub-
fields, L2a, L2b, and L, are therefore perhaps best referred to collectively
as “L2,” which is the term we will use here to refer to the medial ovoid
structure of densely packed cells. In the part of the auditory forebrain that
we sampled, the border between L3 and NCM is not distinct (Vates et al.,
1996). Based on the anatomical descriptions in the study by Fortune and
Margoliash (1992), we assume that the medial border of L3 occurs �650
�m from the midline, but we are not able to detect it histologically in our
sections. In two individuals (birds 9 and 12), the probe was located
relatively laterally within the medial forebrain, so that it may have in-
cluded a few sites in subfield L3, as well as a few sites in L1. In this part of
the auditory forebrain, L3 is situated on the ventral border of L2a, while
L1 is situated on its dorsal border (Fortune and Margoliash, 1992).

NCM is a relatively large area that we did not sample extensively; we
predominantly sampled medial parts of NCM that are situated cau-
doventrally to L2, or medially to L2, and not dorsocaudal or lateral parts
of NCM.

Statistics. The base data set in this study consists of AMUA measure-
ments that have been performed per site (n � 32 simultaneously re-
corded sites per bird) during call epochs (n � 1000 per call stimulus per
bird) of call stimuli (n � 2 per series) that were played in switching-
oddball series (n � 1–7 series per bird; n � 55 in total) in different birds
(n � 12). The main measures reported in this study have been calculated
from the 1000 call epochs per stimulus for a given site, which we refer to
as a “case.” A stimulus series has thus 32 (sites) � 2 (call stimuli) � 64 of
such cases.

For most statistical analyses, we used linear mixed models (LMMs),
which were performed in R (R Development Core Team, 2009) (http://
www.R-project.org), version 2.13.0. LMM was used with REML estima-
tion, using the LMER procedure of the lme4 library (Baayen et al., 2008),
version 0.999375-39, always with individual birds as a random factor.
Fixed factors and the dependent variable are indicated in the text where
results are reported. LMER provides a model of the observed data that
can be evaluated for goodness of fit. When necessary, variables were
log-transformed to meet the standard assumptions of normality of resid-
uals and homogeneity of variances. Comparisons are reported as t statis-
tics, with significance values computed using Monte Carlo Markov chain
sampling with 10,000 iterations, as calculated by the pvals.fnc function of
the languageR library (Baayen et al., 2008), version 1.2. Simultaneous
measurements at different sites are not independent and are therefore
averaged per auditory area (primary/secondary; see Results) before sta-
tistical analyses. Other statistics were performed using SciPy (http://www.
scipy.org/), version 0.8.

Results
Response patterns are stereotypic in primary but variable in
secondary forebrain areas
In the medial auditory forebrain, response patterns to different
occurrences of the same call stimulus may be stereotypic or vari-
able between events (Fig. 2B), in a way that is consistent with
results from a previous study (Beckers and Gahr, 2010).

To quantify the level of such between-event stereotypy, we
calculated for each site the mean normalized covariance between
AMUA signals of the 1000 epochs per call stimulus (0.0 corre-
sponds to a set of response patterns that are uncorrelated, 1.0 to
perfect correlation). Figure 3 shows the mean response stereo-

typy values for every site in this study. Sites with strongly stereo-
typic responses (operationally defined as �0.5) are situated in, or
near the border of, the thalamorecipient primary forebrain area
L2. Sites in the secondary auditory areas CMM and NCM, which
receive only weak direct thalamic input (Fortune and Margoliash,
1992, 1995), have a low response stereotypy (Fig. 3). Sites near the
border between L2 and surrounding secondary areas, which in
the medial part of the auditory forebrain is not distinct in our
histological sections, often have intermediate stereotypy values.
Sometimes, the AMUA response patterns of such sites are stereo-
typic but have a low amplitude. More often, however, they show
both stereotypic and variable patterns at the same time, presum-
ably because the multiunit signal in this border region contains
action potential activity both from within and outside L2. Hence-
forth, we refer to sites with stereotypy values �0.5 as “primary
auditory sites” (corresponding to the anatomical structure L2)
and those �0.25 as “secondary auditory sites” (corresponding to
NCM or CMM).

These observations on the anatomical distribution of re-
sponse pattern stereotypy within the medial auditory forebrain
not only confirm earlier findings (Beckers and Gahr, 2010) but
also extend them because the current study includes sites that are
situated more medially. Figure 3 shows that strongly stereotypic
response patterns occur typically from �400 �m lateral to the
interhemispheric plane and beyond; closer to the interhemi-
spheric plane, between 400 and 360 �m, stereotypic responses are
rare (0.5% of the cases), and at 280 �m they are completely
lacking. The transition around 400 �m lateral corresponds to the
point where L2 has its medial border (Fortune and Margoliash,
1992).

Deviant call preference is high in secondary but low in
primary auditory areas
When call stimuli recur in a switching-oddball series, response
strengths in primary and secondary auditory areas are modulated
in distinctly different ways.

Figure 4A shows an example of a primary site (L2) where
response strengths to both call stimuli in the series decrease over
time, for a considerable part already within the first 100 recur-
rences. At this site, activity is not strongly sensitive to call devi-
ance, because, with respect to the overall variation, response
strengths vary only weakly across block transitions. Accordingly,
deviant preference values (DPC) (see Materials and Methods) are
low at this site for both stimuli: 0.01 and 0.05 for calls N and M,
respectively. This example is typical for primary sites, which in
general have low DPC values (median, 0.06; n � 361 cases). We
have previously shown that such response modulation at L2 sites
to recurring calls is a short-term phenomenon, as it predomi-
nantly occurs at call recurrence intervals smaller than 5000 ms
and is strongly dependent on the interstimulus time interval
(Beckers and Gahr, 2010). This phenomenon can thus not be
explained by a long-term memory effect, such as the one that has
been found in NCM (Chew et al., 1996), which lasts for extended
periods of time [i.e., many days (Phan et al., 2006)], and which is
vocalization specific. These observations, together with the fact
that, as in the example of Figure 4A, most primary sites in the
current study respond to both calls in the switching-oddball se-
ries (88% of the cases), suggest that much of the response mod-
ulation in L2 can be explained by a form of short-term adaptation
to acoustic features that are often shared between calls. Such
modulation may be simply use dependent (“fatigue”) (i.e., re-
sponse levels decrease when neurons are stimulated more fre-
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quently) and is not compatible with a mechanism that
distinguishes between standard and deviant calls.

Figure 4B shows an example of a secondary auditory site
(CMM) that has been recorded simultaneously with the L2 site of
Figure 4A. In contrast to the L2 site, response strengths at the
CMM site covary with the short-term probability of the occur-
rence of specific call stimuli, which alternates between deviant
and standard blocks. Corresponding to this pattern, DPC values
for this site are high: 0.47 and 0.52 for calls N and M, respectively.
In the complete data set, DPC values at secondary sites are vari-
able, but generally much higher (median, 0.27; n � 1890) than
those at primary sites. In a linear mixed regression model, the
difference in DPC between primary and secondary sites is highly
significant (LMM; dependent variable, DPC; fixed factor, site
type; t � 8.5, p � 0.0001).

Crucially, the CMM site of Figure 4B responds to both call
stimuli and has a high DPC value for each of them. Figure 5

provides DPC values for all secondary sites that respond to both
call stimuli in a series (81% of 1890 cases) and shows that the level
of deviant preference for call stimuli within a series is generally
positively related. In contrast to the situation at primary sites,
these observations cannot be directly explained by an adapta-
tional mechanism that is based on a use-dependent decrease in
response strength from frequent stimulation by an acoustic
feature.

However, note that the responses in this study are based on
multiunit signals. The responses in Figure 4B may thus represent
the activity of two different, nearby neurons that each adapt
strongly to a different acoustic feature that is not shared between
the two call stimuli. However, this seems unlikely: the deviant
sensitivity of the site in Figure 4B to both calls in the same series
can also be observed at the simultaneously recorded 13 other
secondary sites in this animal. All respond to both call stimuli, but
predominantly only when they are deviant. Figure 6A shows a

Figure 2. Examples of response properties to call stimuli in the primary auditory area L2 and the secondary auditory area CMM. L2 and CMM sites in these examples have been recorded
simultaneously. The gray bars indicate call occurrences. A, High-pass-filtered raw recordings (gray lines) are rectified and decimated to yield an AMUA signal (black lines) with a sampling period of
2.5 ms, which reflects the strength of local action potential activity. This signal has been used for most analyses in this study; in some analysis, an AMUA activity threshold was used (see Materials
and Methods; here indicated with a dashed line). Shown are two consecutive response epochs, with time relative to the start of the first call in the example, not relative to the start of the call series.
The inset shows two action potentials from the CMM signal. B, Raster plots of a random 200 call epochs sorted on presentation order from top to bottom. Note that between-epoch response patterns
are stereotypic in L2, and more variable in CMM. The dynamic range of these and other raster plots in this paper has been clipped for visual presentation only. C, Responses during call epochs and silent
control epochs (in which no calls were played). Raster plots are sorted on response strength from top to bottom. The call epochs are from the same events as in B, but the sorting order is different.
Note that approximately the lower third of the call epochs do not contain any response activity at the CMM sites, whereas the L2 site always shows response activity. Also note that control epochs
may contain spontaneous activity. D, Probability density plot of response strengths of call epochs and silent control epochs at the L2 and CMM sites of B and C (n � 200 epochs). In the L2 example,
the curves do not overlap, which indicates that this site always responded to call stimulation. In the CMM example, there is a considerable overlap (0.48; the area under each curve is 1.0), which is
caused by the site not always responding, as well as by spontaneous activity during silent control epochs.
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raster plot of the site of Figure 4B, to-
gether with that of two of the simultane-
ously recorded sites and indicates their
DPC values, which are similarly high. DPC

values for the 11 sites that are not shown
are as follows: (0.49, 0.57), (0.57, 0.51),
(0.54, 0.60), (0.52, 0.52), (0.50, 0.45),
(0.57, 0.29), (0.52, 0.47), (0.53, 0.45),
(0.55, 0.43), (0.52, 0.45), and (0.55, 0.43).
These sites are separated by distances be-
tween 200 and 1000 �m, which rules out
the possibility that they reflect activity
from the same neurons. Moreover, other
call pairs recorded at the same site show
the same pattern (Fig. 6B). Figure 6C pro-
vides additional raster plot examples of
deviant-sensitive sites for six different
animals.

How are such sites distributed over the
different individuals and anatomical areas
that we sampled? Applying a threshold
criterion of DPC values �0.25 for both call
stimuli in a series, we find such sites in all
but one individual (bird 2). The sites
marked with a white dot in Figure 3 pass
the criterion for at least one of the tested
call series. From the spatial distribution, it
is clear that such sites are not concen-
trated in one restricted area, but rather are
distributed over much of the medial parts
of the secondary auditory forebrain that
we sampled, both in NCM and CMM.

Effect of short-term history
The positive DPC values that we find for
most sites could in principle be based on a
“one-trial” effect: responses to a call are
strong if the preceding call was different,
but weak or absent if the preceding call
was the same. This issue has been previ-
ously studied by investigating “local” se-
quences of stimuli (Squires et al., 1976;
Ulanovsky et al., 2004). However, re-
sponses at secondary auditory sites in our
stimulation paradigm can continue be-
yond the start of the next call event (Beck-
ers and Gahr, 2010), which complicates
the interpretation of sequence compari-
sons in general. Nevertheless, we can still
rule out that the deviant preferences of the
sites in this study are solely based on a
one-trial effect. Figure 7 compares the
mean response strengths of all secondary
auditory sites to calls that are preceded by
at least one deviant within the last 10 call
events, and shows that standards that are
immediately preceded by a deviant (DS)
elicit a weaker response than deviants that
are immediately preceded by another de-
viant (DD; LMM: t � 5.0, p � 0.0001).
This is the opposite of what one would
expect from a one-trial effect, even if re-
sponse activity to a call may continue dur-

Figure 3. Locations of the multielectrode array in the auditory forebrain; this figure can be used as a map to identify the location
of individual sites within auditory brain regions. Electrode sites are located at the center of the colored pixels in the 4 � 8 image
matrix and are referred to throughout the text by a tuple of two numbers, (i,j), where i indicates the shank number and j, the site
position on the shank. Colors represent the mean level of stereotypy, calculated over the different call stimuli that have been
presented to each subject. Highly stereotypic responses are associated with the primary auditory area L2, while nonstereotypic
responses are associated with secondary auditory areas NCM and CMM. For every individual, distance of the multielectrode to the
interhemispheric plane is indicated, and the order of sections is organized from lateral (top left) to medial (bottom right). The lo-
cation of the multielectrode in bird 3 could not be anatomically verified, and distance is based on stereotaxic coordinates. The
interhemispheric and multielectrode planes are approximately, but not fully, in parallel. Distances to the midline have been
estimated for the center of the array; the location of individual sites may thus deviate somewhat from this estimate in the
medial–lateral direction. The white dots at pixel centers indicate that the corresponding site had DPC values �0.25 for both call
stimuli in at least one switching-oddball series. Orientation of the parasagittal sections is as follows: top, dorsal; bottom, ventral;
left, caudal; right, rostral. The black outline caudodorsally indicates the border of nidopallium and mesopallium, not the brain
surface. The solid gray lines indicate the border of L2; the dashed gray lines indicate that the border of L2 is indistinct. Hp,
Hippocampus; NCM, caudomedial nidopallium; CMM, caudomedial mesopallium; L2, subdivision of field L that includes L, L2a, and
L2b (between which we do not distinguish in the current study); LaM, lamina mesopallialis (Fortune and Margoliash, 1992; Vates
et al., 1996). Note that the distance between the shanks in some multielectrodes may be either 400 or 200 �m.
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ing subsequent calls. Furthermore, there
is only a very small difference between
standards that are immediately preceded
by a deviant (DS) and standards for which
the last deviant was longer ago (DSS,
DSSS, etc.), while a one-trial effect should
lead to maximal differences. And last,
there is a large difference between devi-
ants with recency conditions 1250 and
1875 ms (i.e., DSD and DSSD) (LMM: t �
3.1, p � 0.002). A one-trial mechanism
should produce similar responses to the
last D because in both cases it is preceded
by a S. If the one-trial change response
additionally shows “overflow” into the
next event, then DSD should produce a
stronger response than DSSD, because the
previous one-trial change occurred more
recently. However, the opposite is the
case: the 1250 ms recency condition leads
to a significantly weaker response than the
1875 ms condition (Fig. 7). This shows
that it is the recency of the occurrence of
the previous deviant that weakens a devi-
ance response, an effect that cannot be
abolished by an intervening different call.
The one-trial hypothesis can therefore be
rejected, and we conclude that the in-
creased response strength to deviant calls
includes memory of previous call events
beyond the most recent one.

Secondary auditory sites do not always
respond to all call recurrences
In addition to a response bias to deviant
calls, another interesting phenomenon
that can be observed at secondary sites is
that responses need not always occur. Fig-
ure 2C illustrates this phenomenon: we
sorted the random 200 response epochs of
Figure 2B on response strength instead of
presentation order, and compared them
with 200 control epochs. The primary site
(L2) always shows a distinct response that
is much stronger than the background
level. The secondary site (CMM), in con-
trast, shows no event-related activity in
approximately one-third of the call
events. Note that some of the silent con-
trol epochs (approximately the top 35) at
the CMM site contain “spontaneous ac-
tivity” (i.e., activity not related to call
events).

We did not attempt to algorithmically
quantify the occurrence of nonresponses in
our complete data set because it is prob-
lematic to quantitatively define a nonre-
sponse in analog multiunit recordings
that also contain spontaneous activity.
Instead, we quantified the opposite, namely
whether or not a site always responds,
which can be done more reliably. Figure
2 D shows the normalized response

Figure 4. Examples of response strengths to individual call events in one switching-oddball series in bird 9. A, B, A site in L2, site
(2,6) (A), and a site in CMM, site (3,3) (B). Sites have been recorded simultaneously. Every dot represents a stimulus presentation
(event). Note that the histograms are normalized per condition (standard/deviant), which differ in the number of occurrences. The
double-peak distributions in B are caused by the occurrence of nonresponses (lower peak) (i.e., “response” epochs that contain no
AMUA activity above background level) (see Results, Secondary auditory sites do not always respond to all call recurrences).
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strength distributions of the L2 site in Figure 2C, for call and
control events separately. There is no distribution overlap be-
tween calls and silent controls. This shows that the L2 site always
responded to call events. For primary auditory sites, the propor-
tional area of distribution overlap is 0.0 in the majority of cases
(67% of 361 cases), and is very small in the remaining cases of it,
having a median value of 0.03 (0.0 corresponds to no overlap, and
1.0 corresponds to identical distributions). Visual inspection of
raster plots sorted on response strength showed that the very
small amounts of distribution overlap that do occur are due to the
rare occurrence of spontaneous activity in control epochs at pri-
mary sites, and never due to the lack of a response. Thus, even
though response strength may decrease when call stimuli recur,
we find that all primary auditory sites always respond to call
stimulation in all birds, regardless of whether a call is standard or
deviant.

The situation is markedly different at secondary auditory sites.
The area of distribution overlap for the CMM site in Figure 2C is
0.48 (Fig. 2D). This is typical: for secondary auditory sites, the
median overlap in response strength distributions between call
response and control epochs is 0.45, with very few cases having no
overlap (1% of 1890 cases). Such overlap may be caused both by
a site not responding to part of the call events and by sponta-
neous activity during silent controls. We visually inspected
raster plots sorted on response strength (compare Fig. 2C) of
all secondary sites in our data set and found that overlap is
often, at least partly, caused by responsive sites not responding
to all call occurrences. Figure 8 provides for each individual
bird a raster plot of a representative secondary site comparing
100 deviant call epochs to the 100 epochs with the lowest
AMUA peak activity, and shows that sites may respond to
some call occurrences and not to others, even though acoustic
content is identical. Simultaneous response epochs of primary
sites (Fig. 8) always show activity, indicating that auditory
information does reach the primary auditory forebrain.

It should be noted that a “nonresponse” as described above
means that no increased AMUA signal is observed within a time
window that starts with call onset and lasts to the next call onset
(i.e., 625 ms after the start of a �100 ms call). In principle, we
cannot rule out that responses are delayed to the extent that they
occur later, during following call events. We have observed in a

previous study that responses may last
well beyond the onset of the next call
(Beckers and Gahr, 2010), but in these
cases activity already started during the
epoch of the eliciting call event. Con-
versely, given that secondary sites are also
active spontaneously, and that their re-
sponses to identical calls are rather vari-
able, it should be noted that the presence
of neural activity during a given call epoch
does not necessarily indicate a response.

The high deviant preference values
(DPC) that we found for many secondary
sites could be caused predominantly by a
relatively high proportion of nonre-
sponses to standard calls, or by lower (but
not zero) activity levels to standard calls
compared with deviant calls, or by both.
To address this issue, we manually deter-
mined threshold levels to distinguish re-
sponses from nonresponses for one
secondary site per bird. We did this on the

basis of visual inspection of response strength histograms and
raster plots [n � 12; responses at secondary sites are strongly
correlated (see below), so that more sites per bird would amount
to pseudoreplication]. Sites were selected for favorable signal-to-
noise ratios and blindly with respect to the occurrence of nonre-
sponses. Nonresponses were disproportionally rare at deviant
events (in all 12 animals, deviants accounted for less than the a
priori expected 10% of nonresponses, with a median of 2.8%).
Next, we recalculated DPC values for the selection of sites after
removing nonresponse epochs. This led to a significant (LMM,
t � 8.9, p � 0.0001) and large reduction of DPC values, with the
median decreasing from 0.27 to 0.07. Thus, the high DPC values
of secondary sites in this study can be largely explained by non-
responses occurring more often to standard events than to devi-
ant events.

The mean percentage of nonresponses to standard events
across animals was 37%, but there was considerable variation
between birds in nonresponse levels, ranging from 10 to 75%. We
determined whether or not nonresponses to standard events oc-
cur predominantly when they are preceded by a longer train of
consecutive standard events (i.e., no recent deviant), but this
turns out not to be the case: the mean percentage of nonresponses
varies between 32 and 40% as the preceding number of consecu-
tive standards varies between 0 and 9 (32, 39, 40, 38, 36, 36, 36, 37,
36, 37%, respectively). Thus, the occurrence of a deviant among
the last few calls does not abolish nonresponses to standard calls,
which points to a longer-term sensitivity of the mechanisms un-
derlying this phenomenon to stimulus history statistics.

The finding that secondary sites need not respond to every call
recurrence raises the question as to whether their low response
stereotypy is caused primarily by call event epochs that lack re-
sponses, or whether responses, when they occur, are also variable
in pattern (e.g., latency). We recalculated response stereotypy for
all secondary sites, now basing it only on the subset of epochs that
contained strong responses (defined as containing AMUA values
of at least eight median absolute deviations above the median).
Overall, this led only to a small increase in stereotypy values
(mean increase, 0.01; SD increase, 0.03; n � 1890 cases), which
confirms that at secondary auditory sites response patterns to
recurring calls, when they occur, lack the strong between-event
stereotypy that is observed at primary sites.

Figure 5. Relationship between deviant preference values, DPC, of the two call stimuli within the same switching-oddball series
for primary auditory sites (L2) and secondary auditory sites (CMM and NCM). Each dot represents the values of a call pair at
a given site.
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Responses of secondary auditory sites are
internally synchronized
Although responses in secondary areas are considerably variable
between call events, for the same event they are often remarkably
similar between different sites. Figure 9A provides an example of
this for two sites, (2,2) and (4,4), during a random selection of 20
call epochs from call stimulus Q in bird 10. Overall, the occur-
rence of activity is linked to the occurrence of the call stimulus,
but response activity it is not precisely “locked” to that stimu-
lus, as its latency varies considerably from event to event.
Between sites, however, the variation in latency is strongly
correlated so that responses virtually always occur synchro-
nously. As this temporal correlation of event-related neural
activity between sites cannot be explained by the timing of an
external stimulus feature, or by the correlated occurrence of
stimulus features, it must therefore represent a form of inter-
nal synchrony (Singer, 1999; Uhlhaas et al., 2009). We observe
such internally synchronous responses at many secondary
sites in virtually all raster plots of our data set.

To visualize synchrony in responses for the complete set of
epochs from call Q in bird 10, we sorted raster plot rows on the
latency of the strongest AMUA peak at site (2,2) (Fig. 9B illus-
trates this method for the subset of epochs shown in Fig. 9A). The
raster plots of 13 other sites in Figure 9C have been aligned to that
of (2,2) so that corresponding rows reflect concurrent activity in
all raster plots. Although the other 13 sites are thus sorted on the
latency of peak activity at site (2,2), and not on the latency of their
own peak activity, they display the same pattern as the peak ac-
tivity in (2,2), even when they are separated from (2,2) by large
distances (�1000 �m).

4

Activity to call stimuli of three other switching-oddball series in the same animal, at site (3,3).
Responses at this site are biased to deviant events, regardless of the call stimulus. C, Examples
from six other birds: bird 1, site (3,5); bird 3, site (4,3); bird 6, site (1,1); bird 7, site (1,8); bird 10,
site (2,8); bird 12, site (4,1).

Figure 6. Examples of raster plots of AMUA activity at secondary auditory sites for standard
and deviant conditions. Each raster represents one call stimulus within one switching-oddball
series, where standard events (top; n � 100) and deviant events (bottom; n � 100) are
vertically separated by a black line. Standard events were selected randomly (25 from 225
events per block). Deviant events are all represented (25 events per block). The numbers in the
top right corner of each raster plot indicates the deviant preference value, DPC, for that partic-
ular call and site. A, Activity of two call stimuli, N and M, of one switching-oddball series
recorded at three different sites simultaneously. Note that responses are biased to deviant
events at all three sites. The same is true for the 11 other simultaneously recorded secondary
sites in this animal (see text for DPC values). Site (3,3) is the same site as shown in Figure 4 B. B,

Figure 7. Responses of secondary auditory sites to deviant events are dependent on call
event history beyond the immediately preceding call. For every recorded stimulus, call events
were categorized according to the recency of the last deviant, between 625 and 6250 ms ago. As
the call onset to next call onset interval was always 625 ms, recency 625 ms corresponds to those
call events that were immediately preceded by a deviant, and recency 6250 ms are those for
which the last deviant was 10 call events ago. Z-scores were calculated from the response
strengths (mean of all secondary sites) to call events (n � 2000) within call series. The mean
z-score (n � 106) and its SE are shown here per recency category and probability. D, Deviant; S,
standard.
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In line with the internal synchronization of activity between
these secondary sites, Figure 9C also shows that when site (2,2)
does not respond within the 625 ms interval to the next call event,
other sites do not respond either. These nonresponses occur
throughout the switching-oddball series (Fig. 9D), which rules
out the possibility that the secondary auditory forebrain simply
stopped responding beyond some point in the series. Rather,
large parts of the secondary auditory areas as a system do not
respond to some call events, while resuming activity to subse-
quent events of the same call stimulus.

We initially wondered whether a technical artifact such as
cross talk between channels in the recording setup could be re-
sponsible for the synchronicity of responses. However, this has
been ruled out by comparing concurrent raw action potential
signals between sites, an example of which is shown in Figure 9E.
Sites are active simultaneously, but the action potential wave-
forms, on which AMUA signals are based, are different and there-
fore cannot originate from the same electrical source. Another
possibility we considered is that the synchrony arises from a
movement artifact due to breathing or heartbeat. However, we
carefully checked for head and brain movement using a high-
magnification stereomicroscope before and between recordings.
Also, it is difficult to see how breathing or heartbeat could be
completely absent (nonresponses) specifically during many, or in
some animals during most, standard events. And, last, the level of
internal synchronicity is much lower at primary sites than it is at
secondary sites (see below), while both types are recorded in
parallel with the same probe having fixed electrode sites (i.e., sites
can physically not move independently from each other). To-
gether, this renders the possibility of movement artifacts under-
lying the synchronously spiking bursts very unlikely and
confirms a neuronal origin. Furthermore, it should be noted that
the synchronized activity peaks visible in Figure 9C cannot be
strictly a manifestation of a noninformation coding phenome-
non. This must be so because the peaks do not occur randomly
with respect to call stimuli, but tend to occur during or immedi-
ately after a call stimulus, causing the nonlinear shape in the
distribution of activity peaks in the latency-sorted raster plots
(Fig. 9F).

Internal synchronization of secondary sites over large dis-
tances is also present in other birds. Figure 10A provides exam-
ples from seven additional individuals. These representative site
pairs have been selected not for maximum synchrony, but rather
for high distance. Note that the two examples comparing CMM
and NCM sites (birds 1 and 11) also show synchronous activity.

We investigated the extent of response synchronization for
our complete data set by calculating for every possible site pair
per call stimulus the level of cross-covariance of simultaneously
recorded responses (see Materials and Methods) as a measure of
internal synchrony (IS � 0.0 corresponds to no internal syn-
chrony, IS � 1.0 to perfect synchrony, and IS � �1.0 to perfect
antisynchrony). For comparison, IS for the site pair (2,2) and
(1,2) in Figure 9 is 0.71, and that for (2,2) and (3,8) is 0.36, with
the distances between these sites being 200 and 1217 �m, respec-
tively. Note that IS values capture all internally synchronized
activity during call epochs, not only the peak activity that is used
for visualizing the phenomenon in Figures 9C and 10A.

For every site in our data set, there are 31 IS values per call
stimulus, which is unwieldy for visual representation. Because we
are primarily interested in (1) how many sites show internal syn-
chrony with other sites, (2) whether or not many sites are in-
volved in the same synchronous network activity, and (3)
whether or not distant sites are part of such networks, we derived

Figure 8. Examples of secondary auditory sites that do not always respond to call events.
Each raster plot represents response epochs from one site; the top half are all 100 deviant
events; the bottom half are the 100 epochs (of all 1000) with the weakest response strengths at
the secondary site (first column). The second column shows the simultaneously recorded re-
sponses at a primary site, if available. Note that the 100 weakest epochs in the first column lack
any response activity, while primary sites always respond. Bird 1: sites (3,8), (2,5); bird 2: (2,2),
(4,3); bird 3: (2,4); bird 4: (1,8), (4,6); bird 5: (2,8); bird 6: (1,4); bird 7: (2,2); bird 8: (3,1), (3,2);
bird 9: (2,2), (3,8); bird 10: (1,1); bird 11: (1,1), (4,4); bird 12: (4,1), (2,5). The L2 site of bird 1,
(2,5), is situated on the border with NCM and has for most call stimuli a low stereotypy value
(Fig. 3). The call shown here is an exception (stereotypy, 0.73), so that we classify it as a L2
response.
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Figure 9. Internal synchrony in response patterns across different secondary auditory sites in NCM. A, Raster plot of activity at two sites during a random 20 (of 1000) call epochs (call Q; bird 10).
The numbers at the rows refer to the sequence number of the call event in the switching-oddball series. Activity patterns are similar between the two sites, which are 566 �m apart. B, Same epochs
of site (2,2) as in A, but now sorted on the latency of the strongest peak within an epoch. Nonresponses (red bar) are considered to have no latency and are appended after the epoch with the longest
latency. C, The raster plot of all 1000 call Q epochs at site (2,2) is sorted on the latency of the strongest peak within an epoch, and the raster plots of the 13 other sites are ordered correspondingly,
so that concurrent epochs are aligned vertically with that of (2,2). The peak of activity at (2,2) is matched by synchronous activity at other sites, even though it is not locked to the call stimulus. At
a number of sites, response traces can be seen that are synchronized to the call stimulus, but these are faint and presumably originate from nearby primary sites in L2. The local density of deviants
in the sorted raster is indicated by a color bar and has been calculated with a histogram using a bin width of call 50 epochs. Site (2,2) has a DPC value of 0.30 for call Q and 0.26 for call R and is thus
strongly sensitive to call deviance. D, Nonresponses occur throughout the switching-oddball series and are followed by responses. Note that only nonresponses at call Q are indicated; the other call
in the series (call R) is not shown. E, Raw action potential waveforms around one peak at the different sites. The distances indicated are relative to site (2,2). F, The nonlinear shape of the peak activity
bursts in the call stimulus-triggered, latency-sorted rasters indicate that the underlying process that generates this activity is linked to call perception. If activity were (Figure legend continues.)
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three mean IS values for each site that reflect these properties. We
calculated “best internal synchrony,” ISB, which is the mean of
the four highest IS values that a site has with any of the other sites.
A site with a high ISB value has synchronized activity with at least
some other sites, but not necessarily with many and not necessar-
ily with ones that are very distant (although the minimum aver-
age distance to four other sites is still at least between 200 and 362
�m, depending on the location of the site on the multielectrode
probe). “Distributed internal synchrony,” ISD, is the mean of the
16 highest IS values, which makes it sensitive to the size of the
synchronized network of which a site is a component. A site with
a high ISD value must have synchronized activity with more than
a few sites. “Long-distance internal synchrony,” ISL, is the mean
of the four highest IS values with sites that are �600 �m away.
Figure 10B provides the mean ISB, ISD, and ISL values for every
site in this study and confirms our visual observations that virtu-
ally all secondary sites show considerable levels of internally syn-
chronized activity (for the anatomical location of these sites, see
Fig. 3). Primary sites, in contrast, show much lower IS values
(median ISB for primary and secondary sites is 0.18 and 0.48,
respectively, a difference that is highly significant: LMM, depen-
dent variable ISB, t � 10.9, p � 0.0001). Most sites with a high ISB

value also have high ISD values, indicating that such synchroni-
zation occurs on a large scale, and they also have high ISL values,
indicating that sites separated by �600 �m are part of the same
synchronized network. Thus, internally synchronized response
patterns to call vocalizations are the norm for secondary auditory
areas in our recordings.

Time lags between signals to achieve maximal between-site
correlation are on average very small (Fig. 10C): 73% of the cross-
correlations between secondary sites were maximal without any
time lag, while if time lags of 2.5 ms were allowed, the percentage
increased to 89% of all cases (note that AMUA signals have a
sampling period of 2.5 ms). Figure 10C shows the time lags at
maximal cross-correlation for sites pairs that are at most 600 �m
apart, and compares it with that of sites farther than 600 �m
apart: the group with more distant sites generally have slightly
higher time lags, but still 84% of all cases have lags of maximally
2.5 ms. This small difference may be explained by an increase in
latency differences between correlated activity of sites that are
farther apart, but also by a decrease over distance in the level of
correlation of noisy signals. Note, however, that the fact that the
average time lag between signals is generally very low means that
there is no large systematic time lag between most sites. It does
not mean that there is no time lag between activity of sites at the
level of individual call events, but if it exists, it is variable.

Another interesting pattern that arises from the latency-sorted
raster plots in Figures 9 and 10, is that deviant events do not
appear to be distributed uniformly along the sorting gradient of

epochs that contain responses (see color bars at the right side of
the rasters): deviants tend to be more common toward the top of
the raster plots, which means they have a relatively short peak
latency. Figure 9G illustrates this difference in latency between
standard and deviant calls. We tested for the sites of which we
manually determined response thresholds (see above) whether or
not those epochs that contain response activity differ in peak
latency between deviant and standard events. This is indeed the
case: deviant events generally have shorter peak latencies than
standard events (medians of 195 and 237 ms, respectively; LMM,
dependent variable peak latency, fixed factor probability, t � 5.5,
p � 0.0001). This shows that the internally synchronized network
activity is part of, or is linked to, the neural circuits underlying
auditory deviance detection.

We tested for an effect of the level of synchronicity (IS; fixed
factor) on deviant preference (DPC; dependent variable), for sec-
ondary sites, and this effect turns out to be significant (LMM; t �
2.2, p � 0.03). However, we cannot exclude that this relationship
is simply based on sites with stronger responses yielding higher
cross-covariance (IS) and higher DPC values because these sites
have a better signal-to-noise ratio. Future work based on single-
unit measurements should confirm this result.

Discussion
Our results show that auditory responses of many sites in the
medial parts of the secondary auditory forebrain (medial parts of
NCM and CMM) show a strong bias to calls that deviate from
those that are expected on the basis of recent stimulus history.
The majority of such sites are sensitive to deviance of multiple call
stimuli. This type of deviance sensitivity is not simply based on
auditory change with respect to the most recent stimulus, but
must involve memory traces of multiple past stimuli. Further-
more, we find that standard calls are often not responded to.
Primary auditory sites (L2), in contrast, are not strongly sensitive
to call deviance and respond to all occurrences of a call stimulus.
Last, we found that responses at secondary auditory sites are to a
large extent internally synchronized. When one site does not re-
spond, often many other secondary sites do not respond. And
when a site does respond, its response pattern is similar to that of
many other sites, including distant ones.

Overall, our findings suggest that, in the normal sensory en-
vironment of zebra finches, which is rife with often-repeated con-
tact calls from group members (Beckers and Gahr, 2010; Elie et
al., 2011), neural processing of “standard” calls is mostly limited
to the thalamorecipient layer L2. “Deviant calls,” in contrast,
elicit much more widespread activity that includes the medial
parts of the secondary auditory areas CMM an NCM. The fact
that responses differ between primary and secondary areas in
terms of event-to-event stereotypy and internal synchronization,
suggests that deviant calls do not simply stimulate a larger part of
a single network, but rather activate an additional and different
kind of network in downstream processing areas. Given that this
deviance-dependent activity may be completely absent during
many call events, and thus is not strongly linked to sensory cod-
ing, and given that it is present under anesthesia, it may reflect an
early-stage process that is involved in the involuntary capturing
of attention. This is also a suggested function of the mechanisms
that underlie the EEG recorded MMN in humans (Escera et al.,
1998), which is usually recorded in awake human subjects, but
has also been shown to occur under deep anesthesia (Koelsch et
al., 2006) and during sleep (Sculthorpe et al., 2009).

In general, the simplest mechanism that could underlie a re-
sponse bias to a rare stimulus would be based on a use-dependent

4

(Figure legend continued.) randomly timed with respect to call occurrence it would show a linear
shape. This is illustrated here by superposing a semitransparent version of the call triggered
activity raster of site (2,2) in C (in gray tones) on an activity raster of the same activity but then
randomly triggered (in green tones; random uniform distribution, for each event between 0 and
625 ms after call occurrence). G, The latency of the peak activity bursts differs depending on
whether or not a call stimulus is deviant. Note that the time axis of the two rasters ranges from
0 to 150 ms after call onset for visual purposes but that quantification of peak latency was based
on the complete response epoch duration of 625 ms. The bottom plot shows the latency of the
peak activity (i.e., maximum AMUA within an epoch) extracted from the top rasters, a procedure
that was used to statistically test for differences in latency between standard and deviant
conditions across all birds in this study, the outcome of which is highly significant (see Results,
Responses of secondary auditory sites are internally synchronized).
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reduction of neuronal firing (fatigue) in response to repeated
sensory stimulation (Nelken and Ulanovsky, 2007). However,
such a simple use-dependent mechanism takes place at the inte-
gration level of a neuron and is difficult to reconcile with our
finding that deviant preferences are generally positive, and often
large, for both call stimuli in a series. It may be argued that mul-
tiunit activity recorded at a site originates from distinct neuronal
sources, each responding in a use-dependent way to an acoustic
feature that is not shared between the two stimuli. If so, most sites
in the medial secondary auditory forebrain would consist of neu-
rons that are closely associated spatially but that at the same time
are very narrowly tuned to different acoustic features. However,
this is not compatible with the finding that, between many sites,
responses are synchronized, and are variable in response latency
to acoustically identical stimuli. Together, a mechanism based on
fatigue from sensory stimulation is not supported by the obser-

vations, and a more complex mechanism must underlie the
deviance-sensitive activity in secondary auditory areas. This
mechanism is sensitive to acoustic deviance per se and could
be used to detect rare vocalizations in natural communication
scenes.

Sensitivity to auditory deviance, or surprise, has recently also
been found in the caudal lateral mesopallium (CLM) of zebra
finches (Gill et al., 2008). However, this phenomenon was ob-
served on much shorter timescales (�10 ms) than the one used in
the current study (625 ms), and was based on constituent acous-
tic features, not complete vocalizations. In contrast to our find-
ings in the more medially situated CMM and NCM, these authors
did not find any evidence of response variation between recurring
vocalizations in CLM. Although there are multiple methodolog-
ical differences with the present study, which complicate the
drawing of firm conclusions on this issue, it may well be that

Figure 10. A, Additional examples of synchronous activity between secondary auditory sites that are separated by large distances. For each bird, raster plots are sorted from top to bottom on the
latency of the strongest peak in the AMUA signal of the site in the top row. The events in the raster plots of the sites in the bottom row are aligned to those of the raster plot in the top row. Note that
the pattern of peak activity in the top row often matches to activity at the site in the bottom row, and that nonresponses in the top row correspond to nonresponses in the bottom row. Also note that
deviant events, the density of which is indicated by the color bar on the right side of raster plots, tend to have lower peak latencies (i.e., occur more frequently toward the top of the raster plot). B,
Image plots of mean IS indices for all sites in this study. Each colored pixel represents the mean of the IS of that site (for anatomical location of sites, see Fig. 3) with a selection of other sites. Each row
of image plots corresponds to a different kind of selection. In the top row (ISB), the mean is calculated over the four highest IS values; in the middle row (ISD), it is calculated over the 16 highest IS
values; in the bottom row (ISL), it is calculated over the 4 highest IS values between the focal site and sites that are at least separated by 600 �m from the focal site. Gray pixels are sites that either
were generally unresponsive or did not have sufficient concurrent responses with other sites (�5% of epochs). C, Distribution of time lags of maximum normalized cross-covariance between
secondary auditory site pairs. Site pairs have been categorized depending on whether or not the distance between them is �600 �m. For most site pairs, cross-covariance is maximal at 0.0 ms.
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responses in CLM are distinctly different with respect to the tem-
poral scale of stimulus history sensitivity from those in the medial
parts of CMM and NCM. Some support for this hypothesis is
provided by the recent finding that in starlings, Sturnus vulgaris,
CMM neurons show more variable responses to repeated com-
ponents of song than CLM neurons do (Jeanne et al., 2011).

A different type of sensitivity to auditory deviance has very
recently been found in the optic tectum of barn owls (Tyto alba).
This phenomenon is relatively long-lasting (up to 60 s) and op-
erates both on artificial and natural stimuli (Netser et al., 2011).
Its relationship with the type of sensitivity found in the present
study remains as yet unclear because of differing stimulation par-
adigms; it may be that they represent two different mechanisms,
but it may also be that secondary auditory forebrain circuits com-
pute novelty of sound objects in natural auditory scenes and
modulate tectal responses (Netser et al., 2011).

The stimulus specificity of the responses at secondary audi-
tory sites is reminiscent of SSA in mammals (Ulanovsky et al.,
2003). However, we agree with Nelken and Ulanovsky (2007)
that it is problematic to directly compare observations in studies
using pure tone stimuli and simple deviations in one dimension,
which is how SSA is measured, with those from studies using
natural stimuli differing in complex ways. Therefore, the term
“SSA” is probably best reserved for stimulus-specific habituation
to tone stimuli. Nevertheless, phenomenologically, another par-
allel between the deviance sensitivity identified in the current
study and SSA is that responses need not occur to every stimulus
event. This has also been reported for SSA in cats (Ulanovsky et
al., 2004), where, like in the current study, nonresponses contrib-
ute strongly to response strength differences between standard
and deviant stimuli. One important difference, however, is that
nonresponses in cats were found in primary auditory cortex (A1),
layer 4 of which is believed to be functionally similar to the avian
L2 (Wang et al., 2010), where we did not find nonresponses (in
multiunit signals).

The use of multielectrodes enabled us to show directly that
there are at least two different mechanisms underlying response
modulation when call stimuli recur at a natural rate. First, in L2,
a sensory-adaptation type of mechanism modulates response
strength in a way that is not, or only weakly, call stimulus specific,
which is in line with earlier findings (Beckers and Gahr, 2010).
Recent work has shown that neurons in L2 also show short-term
adaptation to pure tone sounds [starlings, S. vulgaris (Bee and
Klump, 2004, 2005; Bee et al., 2010)] and to noise sounds with
natural amplitude modulation characteristics [zebra finches (Na-
gel and Doupe, 2006; Sharpee et al., 2011)]. Second, a different
mechanism that is sensitive to call deviance is manifest in the higher-
order auditory areas NCM and CMM, which may be comparable in
function to higher-order auditory cortices in mammals (Bolhuis and
Gahr, 2006). The properties of this mechanism are different because
of the large-scale internal synchronization between many sites, and
because responses are not obligatory and have variable latencies
to identical stimuli. Such properties are often associated with percep-
tual processes rather than sensory ones. Whether or not the mecha-
nism present in secondary auditory areas is functionally similar to
the hypothesized model-building component of MMN (for review,
see Garrido et al., 2009) is an issue that should be investigated in a
future study, for example by using a “deviant-within-many-
standards” design (Schröger and Wolff, 1996; Farley et al., 2010).

To our knowledge, the internal synchrony that we found be-
tween sites in the medial parts of secondary auditory areas has not
been described before in other auditory studies in birds, or in SSA
studies in mammals. It cannot be excluded that the extent of

synchrony we found is dependent on the use of anesthesia, and
may be reduced or even absent in the awake state. Nevertheless,
the fact that the latency of peak activity, which is synchronized
between sites, is sensitive to call deviance shows that this type of
activity is involved in the neural processing of context-dependent
auditory information. Previously, Sutter and Margoliash (1994)
reported in anesthetized male zebra finches synchronous re-
sponses to the bird’s own song across sites within HVC, a premo-
tor song nucleus that also has auditory properties, but the
synchrony of these responses was strongly linked to the timing of
the external stimulus and may therefore represent a form of ex-
ternal synchronization. Furthermore, Janata and Margoliash
(1999) directly recorded correlated activity bursts between HVC
and nucleus interfacialis (NIf) in anesthetized male zebra finches,
but that activity could not be linked to a functional process and its
origin (external/internal) is unknown. Although it is clear that
the cause of synchrony in the deviance-dependent responses that
we found across the medial parts of NCM and CMM is not related
to the timing of stimulus acoustic features, and thus must arise
from internal interactions, it remains unclear how exactly it
comes about. It may arise from interactions within the secondary
auditory forebrain, but, given the very short latency differences
between sites, it may also arise from an upstream, common
source in the thalamus or brainstem. The fact that responses in
L2, which projects directly to NCM and indirectly to CMM
(Vates et al., 1996; Smith et al., 2006), are not internally synchro-
nized does not preclude an upstream source because there are
direct connections from the “shell” of the thalamic nucleus ovoi-
dalis (Ov) to NCM that bypass L2 (Vates et al., 1996).

Together, our study shows that synchronized neuronal net-
works in the medial secondary auditory forebrain of zebra finches
are sensitive to deviance in the short-term delivery patterns of call
vocalizations. Future work should specifically address how inter-
nal synchronicity comes about, and whether or not the activity of
this network reflects the strength of a short-term memory repre-
sentation of current input, or, as has been hypothesized for MMN
in humans, a mismatch between predicted and actual input.
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